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Wake up in the morning feeling like P. Diddy?
Then send us an email!
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Suffering from tooth decay as a direct result of  brushing with a 

bottle of  Jack?
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 What are you upset about?
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STUDENTS OF REED COLLEGE!

GRAAAAAAHHHHHHH!!!!!! HOW DARE YOU? 
HOW DARE YOU ALL? NO DEEP SIXES, 
BUT STILL. NOT EVEN ONE? ONE?! ONE! 
GODDAMN TOP SIX? HOW DARE YOU DEFY 
YOUR ONE AND TRUE OVERGODDESS? 
HAVE I NOT CHARMED YOU WITH MY SMILE 
AND WAVE? HAVE I NOT WOOED YOU IN 
MY PRETTY DRESSES? HAVE I NOT TAKEN 
YOU ALL INTO MY TONED, GOLDEN-
BROWN ARMS AND TREATED YOU AS MY 
OWN CHILDREN?! GLORIOUS RAYS OF 
BEAUTY SHINE DOWN ON YOU. DARKNESS 
WILL DESCEND UPON REED COLLEGE. 
FOREVER!!!!! UNLESS THINGS ARE CHANGED. 
FEAR ME!!!                      LOVE,

8%33!+%*1&-8*8&39*-6!8!

No by Stephen Hawking

“Because there is a law such as gravity, the universe can and will create itself  from nothing. 
Spontaneous creation is the reason there is something rather than nothing, why the universe 
exists, why we exist.”

“That makes the coincidences of  our planetary conditions -- the single Sun, the lucky 
combination of  Earth-Sun distance and solar mass, far less remarkable, and far less 
compelling evidence that the Earth was carefully designed just to please us human beings.”

“It is not necessary to invoke God to light the blue touch paper and set the universe going.”

SOMETIMES I THINK, IS R PERCEPTION REALITY....? RAW SHIT  by Kanye West

THANKGOD 4 CLEAR HEELS N YACHTS
3:25 pm via web

JUST WUN N OTHER GRAMMY. FORGOT TO THANK JESUS, KISS THE STATUE 
AND HOLD IT UP TO THE CEILING. ITS OK THINK EVERYONE GOT IT.  
6:33 pm via web

EARLY XMAS PRESENT FRUM MY PUBLICIST. MINK STOLE. I NO THERE’S A 
GOD LOL. #proofofmyfaith
7:15 pm via web
WHITE GIRL AND A PUERTA RICA IN THE BACKA ESCALADE.,., BABY JESUS
4:11 am via web

THEOLOGY, MAN
10:07 am via web

TAYLOR SWIFT IMMA FIND WHERE U SLEEP
11:51 pm via web

NAW JUST FOOLIN RLY THO
11:52 pm via web
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TRANSLATED PAPER COMMENTS
“This is a good start, but you need to expand upon your ideas a little bit more.” = You 

think I can’t tell that you wrote this in one hungover, frenzied late-night session?
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which is a shame because you make some very interesting and insightful points.” = I had 
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in addition to not being able to write, you are also unable to think clearly.

“This paper could be improved with more careful revision” = I can tell you didn’t edit 
this at all, probably because you were out drinking and engaging in promiscuous sex with 
multiple partners.

 = This is the point where I got bored reading your paper and 
started daydreaming about that sexy professor from USC that I 
met at a conference and drawing an erotic sketch of  us discussing 
Proust in a more intimate setting.  When I realized what I was doing I 
crossed it out so as to avoid being sued.
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hours.” = You are not a very good writer, but do you want to be my friend?  It is so hard 
for me to make friends.  I don’t know anyone in Portland who isn’t a tenured professor 
at Reed who looks down on me because I haven’t published as much as they do.  I’m so 
desperately lonely.

“I thoroughly enjoyed reading this paper.” = My therapist says that if  I try to have a 
positive attitude about my work it might help with my anger management issues.

“This is a thoughtful and engaging paper, with some excellent original insights about 
Thucydides.” = Standing among midgets does not make you a giant, but being in a 
humanities class where half  of  the students are physics or math majors who clearly have 
not read any of  the books can create the illusion that you are smart.  But don’t get cocky.
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skills, because you certainly shouldn’t seek out a career that involves words in any way, 
shape, or form.

“You have a good start here, but you need to expand upon your argument.” = Last night I 
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read it aloud at a departmental meeting for laughs, but this paper is just mediocre.

“This paper is a huge steaming pile of  moist and fragrant ratshit, much like the rest of  the 
work you did this semester.” = I have just been offered a tenure track position at Pomona, 
where it is sunny every day and the pay-scale is better.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
Here at the Pamphlette we work hard for a few hours once a week (unless we’re hungover) 
to bring you the best and most laugh-tastic modern humor written by some of  the top 
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campaign to serve you better we used our college loan savings to hire a market researcher 
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So, to better help you look less lonely in public places we have introduced the following 
new features.

1) Each issue of  The Pamphlette will now be rubbed on the bodies of  each editor before 
distribution. The pheremones we release will either:

                a. get you laid

                b. get you a paper cut on your yucky parts

2) Top The Pamphlette readers will be assigned a friend to eat with at lunch and dinner 
times. Touchers will be penalized.

3) A future issue will feature a life-size picture of  smiling people to sit next to you and fool 
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We hope these improvements will better serve you, our readers. Until next time: Good luck 
not getting swallowed whole by your overwhelming loneliness.
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The long awaited release of  Stephen Hawking’s latest tome - in which he argues that the 
beginning of  the universe is a predictable result of  physical laws and thus not a product of  
a supreme designer - has sparked renewed debate over the existence of  God, with input 
from some of  the greatest thinkers in today’s public forum. The Pamphlette presents a point-
counterpoint editorial on the subject.

Point / Counterpoint: Is God Real?

by!JK
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that as Reed students Pamphlette staff  members would be sensitive to issues of  gender, but 
they keep mocking me and making crude jokes.  It’s obvious that I’m a           , but the 
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clothes to wear to cover my        and not letting me go to the       ’s bathroom and instead 
making me go in the bushes behind the psych building.  They force me to pee in a position 
that is neither standing nor sitting but rather an awkward androgynous in between crouch 
that means I end up getting urine all over my feet. 

(Editors’ Note: this week we strongly objected to the inappropriate content in Morgan’s column, so we 

were forced to censor it to protect our more sensitive readers.)

MORGAN THE INTERN

ADVICE COLUMN
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student body this week we were forced to edit some of  them for formatting reasons, how-
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C5'(#%.2$#.$R'+0$The Pamphlette email us at Pamphlette.lists.reed.edu with “advice column” 
in the subject line.
Dear The Pamphlette,
So, my roommate...this terrible TV show, and I’m...that he’s...[rot] his brain.  What Should I 
do? -Ben Corner ‘12

Dear Ben,
It sounds like you should be worrying less about your roommate and more about sentence 
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beam out of  thine own eye; and then shalt thou see clearly to cast out the mote out of  thy 
brother's eye.” (Matthew 7:5), which in this situation means that if  your roommate wants to 
unwind with an episode of  what may or may not have been BBC’s dramatic reinterpretation 
of  the Aurthurian legend, after a hard day of  writing long, cogent, grammatically correct 
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skills instead.
-The Pamphlette

Dear The Pamphlette,
Is... it ....wrong that.... I think about... shitting on.... the hoods of  cars... several... times a 
day? -Zakir Hakim ‘09

Dear Zakir,

Go for it, slugger, just be discrete.  Shit on the hood of  a car is funny, watching someone 
take a shit on a car is not.

-The Pamphlette
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